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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

This disclosure relates to means for forming the in-
terior of a nozzle having uneven w;»!!s so that a throat
of smooth converging-and diverging sides will be pre-
sented to flow passing therethrough.

This invention relates vc means for forming the interior
of a nozzle having uneven walls so that a throat of smooth
converging and diverging sides will be presented to flow
passing therelhrough. The invention described herein was
made in the performance of work under a NASA con-
tract and is subject to the provisions of section 305 of
the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public
Law 85-56P. (72 Stai. 455; 42 U.S.C. 2457).

It is an object of this invention to provide a specific
method for installing a metallic throa*. in a necked-down
portion of a passageway formed by beni. tubing.

Another objc ~t. of this invention i5 to provide a method
for eliminating ihe scalloped cross section or a throat-of
a nozzle by installing a smooth throat insert therein.

A further object of this invention is to provide a spe-
cific-mold for engagement with the throat of a passage-
way to form the outline of a nozzle therewith which can
be filled with a suitable throat materiaL

Another object of this invention is to provide a method
cf forming a passageway from a plurality of tubes with
a Throat of material used to bon-3 the tubes together.

A further object, of this invention is to provide a metal-
lic throat for E passageway therein the Ibroat is formed
of a metal felt or wool impregnated with a suitable throat
materiaL To minimize the possibility of faf!i:re between
the passajeway and metallic throat the felt or wool should
have the same expansion rate as the material forming the
origi.ial passageway. When the no:izle is originally made
with a solid throat with the axis of the nozzle horizontal
UK- felt or w. jl acts to retain the liquid metal in place
during forming.

Other objects ard advantages will be apparent from the
specification and claims and from the actC./'p'nying draw-
ings which illustrate embodiments of the invention.

FIGURE 1 is a cross-sectional view through a nozzle
throat formed from tubes with a mold or form in pla:e
for making a metal throat.

FIGURE 2 is a view showing a metal felt or other
porous filler material placed in the opening formed by the
mold with the tubes.

FIGURE 3 is a view taken through a seciion of tubing
upstream or downstream of the throat where the tubes
merely form a flow passageway having one smooth side.

When a nozzle throat or restriction is formed having
a rounded profile, it may be necessary to build up the
throat or restricted area to obtain a desirable profile. As
is the case in rocket r.ozzles made from tubular construc-
tion, see U.S. Patent No. 3,004,386 and U.S. Patent No.
3,116,603, the throat or point of greatest restriction formed
by the bending of the tubes cannot be made to form too
sharp a throat edge during fabrication wilhout deforming
the cross-section of the tubes and restricting the flow there-
through. Therefore, in making a nozzle from tubes, it is
necessary to bend the tubes to as> great an extent as pos-

sible without effecting the flow therethrough and then if
a different throat configuration .Is needed, it rnnst be
added.

FIGURE i shows a composite mold. 2 within a nozzle
throat formed by a pjurality of tubes 4. While a jacket 6
is shown, this is used merely as a thrust chamber reinforc-
ing membsr and its use depends on the function for which
the nozzei is intended. The composite mold 2 comprises
two main parts 8 and 10 which actually have the oesired

"]0 contoured face- 12 and 14 of the threat' configuration
desired to be insertsf. withi'- tSc tubular throat.

Part 8 of ihe mold co- :..-«s a bottom flange portion
20 and a projecting portion 22. As viewed in FIGLUE 1,
the flange portion 20 has its outer face formed as ihe

]? lower contour face 12 and in position the boitenj end
abuts the tubes 4 with the face extending upwardiv to a
line 24 of r.'.inimum size for a purpose to be'hereinafter
c"".cribed. ha mold at this point extends inwardly io the.
upstanding portion 22 forming the top 40 of the -'ange

20 which is adapted to mate with ihe other main porti «n 10
of the composite mold. The bo.'tcin of (he flange is hol-
lowed out as at 28 to allow for part of an induction heat-
ing coil element 30.

Two resilient sealing rings 32 and 34 are positioned
25 with sealing ring 32 against the downwardly projecting •

annular face 38 of the nange 20. The outer edge of this
sealing ring 32 is slightly greater than the flange at this
point and the ou-er edge of the sealing ring 34 extends to
a point where it meets the tubed wall. A metal ring 35

30 abuts the sealing ring 34 and bolts 46 fix the three rings
in place with the main part 8 of the composite mold. It
can be seen that wit!, the lower part of the mold ic place
when the bolts 46 are tightened, the sealing rings 32 and
34 will be compressed and their outer edges wi.'l be pressed

33 oulwatOly to seal the V openings between the tubes as
• much as possible. This is to prevent leaking at this point

during forming of throat.
Part 10 of the mold comprises an annular .member

having a bottom annular surface 42 which is sized to mate
4rt with the K»o of the flange-40. The inner diameter i> sized

so that the part 10 will have sliding engagement with the
outer surface of a part of ihe upstanding portion 22 of
part 8 where it meets the top of the flange 40. The outer
surface of the part 10 has a portion thereof fortried as

45 the upper contoured face 14 and in position, the opper
part abuts the tubes 4 for a short distance. The lower edge
of the contoured face 14 abuts the upper edge of the
lower contour race 12 at line 24. The length of the cpper
portion of part 10 which extends along the length of tubes

50 4 is determined by the distance which it is desired to have
the inner part of the passage made smooth. A cross sec-
tion taken at this point is shown in FIGURE 3.

It can be seen that after the cavity 50 is filled with
the insert material, it will flow upwardly between the

53 tubas 4 closing the opened V portions. To allow for the
liquid insert material flowing out and over the top of the
part 10, a groove 52 is located around the face of the
annular top and has its outer side surface tapereJ so
that the liquid can run over the edge into the groove.

CO With both parts of the mold in place> bolts 54 are in-
serted through openings in the upper part 10 and threaded
into th: flange 20 of the lower part 8. The upper part of
the bolt extending into ihe groove 52 has an elongared
washer 56 thereon to prevent any solidifying insert ma-

05 ferial to freeze the bolt in position so that it cannot be
removed.

To allow for the transfer of an insert material to within
the cavity 50, aa annular chamber 60 is formed adjacent
the outer edge of the upstanding portion 22 of pen 8

70 and extends downwardly !o a point adjacent the too of
the flange 40. At this point, a plurality of equally spiced
holes 62 are drilled through the outer wall of the upssand-

1
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\r,g portion 22 into the bottom' o= .he chamber CO so that
semicircular1 grooves 64 are aLfo formed in the top of the
flange 40. Semicircular -grooves 66 are also formed in the
bottom surface 42 of the part 10 and, when part 10 is
in its proper foi.-ning position, grooves 66 mate with
grooves 64 to c-;nv.<lete the openings from the chamber
60 to the cavity £0. It can be seen that a'liqnid in chamber
60 will run through the openings 62 and the openings
formed by grooves 64 and 66 into the cavity SO. In one

stack of metal in ths chamber becomes low, insert addi-
tional strips and bars. A check should then be made to
see. if there is any leaking under the sealing rings.

Maintain this position for ten minutes and then start
ihe cooling cycle. Reduce the heat on the inner coil and
onur coil uniformly to minimize any stresses being placed
on the rockf t parts. \Vhen the nozzle and mold have been
completely cooled down, the coils are removed along with
the two mold halves, and the nozz'e or throat ponion

mold constructed, eight (8) openings 62, were used. The 10 formed by the tubes 4 now; has a smooth throat section
head or height of liquid in the chamber' 60 governs the
height to wn-ch a fluid will rise in the cavity SO and into.
the V grooves along the tubes 4 upwardly. '

To control tie heating of rocket parts and liquefication
of metal which is to be made into, a nozzle throat insert,
induction heating coils 3D and 31 ar; used. The heating
coil 30 extends into the hollowed out portion 28 of the
flange portion 20 and up a center opening 23 of the up-
right projecting portion 22. The other coil 31 is placed

controlled more accurately.
The surface of the inner part of the tubes or nozzle that

is to contact ihe-insert material should have the su.-face
prepared so that the insert m:\teria! will satisfactorily 25
adhere thereto. The mold is mads from a material having
the same rate of expansion as Die tubes«4 and a melting
temperature which will pennit Lie moid to properly per-
form its function, that is, support the liquid insert mate-
rial during operation of the ir.i-thod described below.

FIGURE 2 shows a modification wherein a metal felt
or metal wool 55 of the same matenal as tube .4, or of
a material having the same expansion rate, is placed in
the cavity 50 so that the material pour?d in the.cavity

of smaller diameter and smoother flOrV surface.
In the formation of a throat insert in a rocket nozzle

made of tubes' using silver for tie insert material the
following specific steps were used. Fir^t the inner coil
was turned on until the temperature of the parts
8 and 10 of UK • mold was approximately 600° F.
This was d'me by thermocouples placed around the'
mold part 10 which -. were checked by an operator.
These thermocouples cas be placed at various lo-

around outer side'of the nozzle with the coils bsing equally 20 cations within the upper member 10 by drilling holes
spaced from the nozzle so that the temperature can be down through the part itself from the bottom of groove

52. The outer coil was then heated until thermocouples
indicated that the exterior of the rubes and jacket 6 at
its inner necked-down part was also approximately
600° F. •-• '

The inner and ou!er coils were then controlled to in-
crease the heat with reading's being constantly iak>:n of
the thermocouples to insure that the temperature differ-
ence between the two areas being heated by the two coils

30 did riot differ more than 10^° F. at any specific time so
that neither distortion of the nozzle contour nor separat-
ing of mold from ths nozzle surface takes place. At this
time the temperature was taiien tr> approximately 1800°
F. by increments o£ approximate!) 200° F. with "hold"

will unite therewith and form an insert having a "rate of 35 or "soak" periods of 10 minutes at the end of each incre-
expansion closer Jo that of the tubes 4. men! to allow the temperature to equalize throughout.

OPERATION ^ c'leclc was t'len ma<lfi to see if tne silver was flowing

A nozzle having a throat which requires an insert is
positioned as the nozzle in FIGURE 1 and the part 8 40
of the composite mold 2 is positioned from the bottom of
the nozzle and the part 8 is positioned from the top of
the nozzle untii faces 49 and 42 abut. Bolts 54 are then
inserted and drawn tight affixing the mold in its prcoer
place. Bolts 46 are then tightened to se--.! the area where .}-,
the lower end of part 8 oL Jue composite mold meets ths
inner .sides of the tubes 4. If the sealinp provided by the
rings 32 and 34 is not entirely satisfactory, other means
can be used to seal from the underside of the nozzle.

An induction coil 30 is placed within the flange 28 50
and upstanding portion 22 of the main part 8 with both
ends connected to proper control equipment as indicated
by the arrows. An induction coii 31 is placed around the
outer part of the nozzle adjacent the tubes to provids
heat from that side. This coil 31 is connected to proper 55
control equipment in the same manner « coil 30. Ma-
terial <o be used to form the nozzle insert is then placed
in the chamber 60 to await the headng thereof. This ma-
terial can be in ihe form of rods or bi>rs placed lengthwise
up and down and extending above the top of the up- 00
stariding portion 22.

Before the cotif.rots for thi induction coils are tvrned
on, the nozzle is made, level and a plane iaken through
the ;me 24 is made parallel to a horizontal ciirface. The
coils 30 and 31 are tum;d on and controlled to bring ihe C5
temperature of the mold and cooperating nozzle to at
least the temperature at which the material to be used

Since it vi'as flowing it was not i
essary to add any more heat. Further there had been
enough "bars" of silver in the chamber 60 to start .with
so none had to be added. There were no leaks.

In cooling, the heat was 'reduced on the inner coH
and outer coil to avoid any stress on ths nozzle. From
the cast temperature of approximately 1800° F. the tem-
perature of the mold, no.czJe and insert was reduced in a
series of steps ranging from 125° F. to 225° F. with a
"hold" or "soak" period of from 10 to 15 minutes lie'iVJsen
each step for equalization of heat throughout

While the description above sets forth a device and
operation thereof for placing a metal throat insert in an
existing passageway, the follo-virig description sets forth
the steps for forming a passageway from a plurality of
tubes or rods ';razed togeth .r with said passageway having
a throat for rwd therein from the material used io braze
the tubes tojwiher.

In thjs method a two -part mold is used similar to the
Dio'd 2 shown in FIGURE 2, however the mold halves
extend from their mating faces 40 and 42, respectively,
to the cooperating ends of the tubes which are to form
a passageway. For example, if a passageway was to be
formed of the tubes 4 of tie length as shown in FIGURE
2, the mold halves woi'M extend to the ends of the
tubes at the desired contour. Furlher. the holes 62, grooves
64 and 66 are omitted as are the sealing rings 32 and
34 and the metal ring 36. Means are provided to sup-
port the two .-art meld in a horizontal position, that is
with its axis horizontal and permit rotation thereof. This

'I

to form the nozzle insert is liquidous. During .his oper- can. be done by having a shaft section fixed to and ex-
ation, at any given time the two difference in tempera- tending from each free end of each mold ba.'f 8 and 10.
ture between the mold and nozzle should be kept within a 70 An electric motor with interconnecting gearing or other
range so that neither distortion of the nozzle contour nor drive means can be used to turn either shaft section,
separation of mold from the nozzle surface takes place. When the mold is so supported, t:ibes 4 are laid in place
A check should then be made to see if the metal is flow- ivith metal felt or wool 55 filling the cavity 50 as shown
ing into the mold cavity. If no?, only the heat on the in- in FIGURE 2. Brazing material is then placed around
ner coil is controlled to obtain better metal flow. If the 75 said tubes and in contact therewith to provide the ma-
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tcrial for brazing :i-.o tubes together along their kr:gth,
and filling the cavity 59 around the felt or wool 55.
Means are provided for maintaining the tubes 4 and
brazing material in position for the heating cycle. This
means can be bands placed around the tubes at variors
locations along the length thereof. If bands are used and
it is desired that they be removable at the end of the
process a releasing agent should be placed on the bands or
other known precautions taken.

The assembly is then heated uniformly throughout
and brought up to the melting point of the brazing ma-
terial. Before the brazing' material reaches its melting
point the assembly is rotated. This rotation permits the
brazing material to flow into the cavity 50 around the
porous felt or wool 55 to fill the. cavity and between the
tubes 4 for brazing the tubes together. This brazing ma-
terial flows by reason of capillary action and gravity as
a combination thereof. When the cavity 50 has been
filled around the felt of wool 55 and the tubes have all
been formed along their lines of contact the assembly
is cooled uniformly throughout as ne»-rssary to maintain
any critical dimensions.

If it is desirab'.e to have the interior of the passageway
smooth throughout, a strip of metal felt or wool is placed
along each inner tube valley facing :he mold, extending
for the length of the passageway. If only a short section
is needed to be smooth, then only strips of felt or wool
of that length v.'oulri be used. , •

In a construction of a passageway by this method, tubes
were used which were made of stainless steel. The mold
halves were also made of stainless steel as was the felt
55. The brazing mati.rial was silver and the mold was
rotated as 1 r.p.m. during brazing. A releasing agent was
placed on'vhs surface of the mold and tbe bands were
permitted to be brazed to the lubes.

It is to be understood thai the invention is not limited
to the specific embodiments or methods herein illustrated
and described, but may bo used in other ways without
departure from its spirit as defined by the following
claims.

I claim:
1. A method of fanning a sharper metallic annular

Groat constriction 02 a rounded metallic annular ihroat
constriction of a flow passageway comprising:

(1) cleaning ths surface on which the sharper ani.ular
threat constriction is to be formed,

(2) enclosing an annular Ihroat space by enclosing an
annular throat area having a desired sharper Ihroat
constriction aroucd the interior of the round id throat
constriction of the flow .passageway and providing
an inlet,

(3) containing metallic insert material within said Sow
passageway adjacent the area where said sharper
throat constriction is to be formed so that the material
will flo-v through the inlet into said throat space
when liquf.fied,

(4) heating toe material and rounded throat constric-
tion gradually until the material is liquefied and
flows through the inlet filling said throat space, and

(5) reducing the temperatures gradually down to
ambient.

2. A method as set Icrth in claim 1 wherein the fol-
lowing step is included:

(6) placing a metallic felt or wool in said annular
throat space so that the material when liquefied will
be aided in entering the annular throat space by
capillary action. .

3. A method as set forth in claim 2 wherein the
metallic felt or wool has the same rate of expansion as
the metal of the flow passageway.

4. A. method as set fonh L_ claim 1 wherein the in-
terior of the flow passageway has an uneven contour and
step (2) includes forming a desired sharper throat con-
striction hav:ng smooth inner surface.
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5. A miihod as set forth in claim 1 wherein* s:cp (-«}
heating is done within the' flow, passageway and around
the exterior of the flow passageway.

6. A method as set forth m c'aim 1 whereby prior
it> step (4), the axis of the flow passageway is placed
in a vertical position and the following rtey i« included:
(6) sealing the throat ar.'.a so that liquefied material
will be confined to the throat space.

7. A method of forming & metallic throat insert of a
desired contour in a metallic flow passageway comprising:

(1) cleaning the surface, on which the. throat insert
is. to be formeii so ss to provide for proper adhering
between.the surface anc the throat insert.

(2) p'.acing one part of a mold within'said passageway
with one end touching said passageway and having a-
first contoured face which forms with said passage-
way one area of the ihroat being formed,

(3) placing a second ptrt of a mold within said passage-
way with one' end touching said passageway and
having a iecond* contoured face which forms with
said passageway the other area of the throat being
forn.'ed,

(4) fixing said mold j irts in position in said passage-
way with the $•.'/•-> areas of the throat jo.'ned to form
the mold cavity representing the contour cf the
desir°d throat insert,

(5) placing a metallic filler rna'erial within said pas-
sageway so as to be heated with said mold and
passageway and flow into said mold-cavity by gravity
when liquefied,

(6) heating said mold and siid passageway gradually
until the material is liquefied and fills the new defined
throat mold cavity formed by the first and second
contoured faces and passageway, and

(7) reducing mold and passageway temperatures down
to ambient

8. A method as set forth in claim 7 wherein step (5)
the beating ivas done by healing the mold to 600° 1~. and
then heating the passageway to approximately 600° R,
the heating was .then increased and taken *o the value
necessary to liquefy the material b;- increments of ap-
proximately 200° F. with "hold" periods of 10 minutes
at the end of each increment..

9. A method as set forth in claim 7 wherein step (7)
the mold and passageway temperatures were reduced in
a series-of steps ranging from 1253 F. to 225° F. with
a "Lold" period of from 10 to 15 minutes between each
step.

10. A method ar set forth in claim 7 wherein a n itallic
felt or wool is placzd in said throat space so that the
metallic filler material when liquefied will be aided in
entering said throat space by capillary action.
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